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Detailing an incident between a noble shield company led by 

Venerable ancient Santodes and the penitent forces loyal to 

Archbishop Luther LXIV 

 

+++Thought for the day - Blind faith is a just cause+++ 

 

+++The contents of this document are classified Terminus-Ultra by the Adeptus Terra. 

Reading past this warning without Inquisitorial approval, Administratum clearance O-2 

or above, Mechanicus clearance designate Theta-00110011, Munitorum Clearance Bravo-R 

or comparative clearance is punishable by arco-flagellation+++ 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conflict Background 

Located relatively close to the Sector Solar, the Kolona Sector is relatively safe from the taint of 

xenos that plagues the rest of the Imperium. It has not had any notable conflicts ever since having 

been brought to compliance during the Great Crusade. However, no records regarding the sector 

and its worlds from that time no longer exist, and it is impossible to know how brutal the process of 

bringing the planets to the Imperium was. 

Within the system, the Isupe sector is home to the world known as Luther’s Throne, and has been 

governed by Archbishop Luther and his descendants as far as official records show, save for the 

period of ‘The Arch-Heresy of bishop Ent’, a brutal and bloody civil war (See Ref. 3456234-AT-

2453, ‘Local history of Luther’s Throne’) which was brought to an end by Luther LXI with the help 

of the Crow Lords Astartes chapter. 

After the conflict, the rulers of the planet have grown increasingly more paranoid and ruthless with 

dealing with the general populace of the world to avoid another incident. Even within the draconian 

standards of the Imperium, the brutality of punishment for even the most minor infraction is galling, 

and within each year, the number of such punishments seem to grow higher and higher still. By 

latest estimate, at the beginning of 84,M42, roughly 72% of the population had been executed, 

arco-flagellated, mindwiped or reprogrammed into a servitor, with the remaining populace either 

fanatical followers of Luther LXIV or too scared to act against the tyrant. 

One of the Emperor’s Eyes has been observing the situation and has become privy to horrifying 

information regarding the Arch-Bishops plans. It is not enough for him to only purify his own world 

of the heretical taint he has deluded himself into believing exists everywhere around him. Instead, 

he is preparing his hordes of followers for a grand crusade of purification across the entire system 

and after that, the rest of the sector. Several planets full of mind-wiped servitors, religious fanatics 

and arco-flagellants will pose a threat to the entire segmentum if he is successful. Even if not, the 

resources spent on stopping his insane crusade could have been better used in other conflicts. 

The Custodian has therefore contacted the Captain-General of this threat. If Luther LXIV can be 

eliminated before he has time to set on his grand crusade, the entire sector can be brought back 

from the brink of civil war. 

  

+++Segmentum Solar+++ 

+++Kolona Sector+++ 

+++Isupe System+++ 

 

+++Luther’s Throne+++ 

+++Planet type: Shrine World+++ 

+++Moons One, designate ‘Luther’s Light’+++ 

+++Population: 75.8 Billion (As of 83.M42.)+++ 

+++Tithe grade - Ministorum medius+++ 

+++Status: Seceded (Ref. 46431.323-AT-435)+++ 

+++Planetary governor: Archbishop Luther LXIV+++ 

The following is a battle report of Warhammer 8th edition, written from a mostly in-universe 

perspective. I hope you enjoy reading it, and it will inspire you to play the game as well. 

Armies: Adeptus Custodes vs Adeptus Ministorum  

Game size: 500 points per side, 4’x4’ table 

Game mode: Kill points per model/Last man standing 



  

 

rchbishop Luther LXIV, the master of his world like his father and his father before him, stood 

upon the balcony of the cathedral of Emperor’s Wrath. All was peaceful, and all was right. He 

smiled as he gazed upon the streets, endless rows of servitors marching along, repeating 

programmed, approved phrases or singing hymns of praise to the Emperor, servo-skulls equipped 

with vox-broadcasters emitting His word to the populace while servo-skulls equipped with pict-capt 

devices ensured nobody would be exempt from their duty to the Emperor. 

“Look, Mathieu. Is it not beautiful? Is it not right? All those people devoted to nothing but worship of 

the Emperor, thinking of nothing but His grace, never doubting, never questioning.” he asked, not 

turning away from the magnificent sight before him. 

“Yes, Archbishop.” came the monotone reply, the servant having been found wanting, and now 

found himself as one of the many servitors of the cathedral. 

“They doubted me.” the robed man began, gripping the marble. “They told me that this could not 

work. The heretics. They all saw His light in the end, didn’t they, Mathieu? They won’t doubt me. 

Nobody will.” the Arch-bishop spat the words out, repeating a variation of this speech to himself 

daily, nearly shaking as he worked himself up into a religious frenzy, believing each word he said, 

even if his only audience was that of the mindless servant, who repeated “Yes, Arch-Bishop” every 

now and then, staring at his master’s back. 

The ranting of the mad priest was stopped as the door swung open, another priest rushing to 

Luther’s chambers, clearly out-of-breath from rushing to deliver whatever message was important 

enough to warrant the Arch-Bishop’s wrath due to not following proper protocol for contacting him. 

“My Liege, the Emperor’s Blessings upon you… The Imperial Navy is here.” the thin man gasped 

out as soon as Luther turned around, leaving him wide-eyed in surprise. The Navy? What business 

could they have on his world? He was about to inquire further as the man continued. 

“They’re accusing you of treason, Lord!” the man said, nearly trembling in panic and disbelief as he 

said the words. “They say you must surrender to their judgement or they will fire upon the planet!” 

he said, falling to his knees with his hands clasped, looking for guidance from the Archbishop. 

Luther was quiet for a moment. There had been communications, questions, demands… But he 

had dismissed them as lies from heretics, their bringers executed or punished. Had they truly been 

representatives of the Imperium? Could he be… Wrong? He felt his hands tighten into fists, turning 

to look out into the peaceful streets outside the cathedral. No. This was right. He was right. This 

was as it should be. There was no heresy or treason here, only pure worship of His glory. The 

Emperor was watching him, and He knew Luther to be faithful. He turned back to the priest. 

“The taint of heresy has spread out further than we had thought. As we have nearly purged them 

from our world, so they bring forces from elsewhere. We shall not let them destroy our world, my 

child.” he said, gesturing for the other priest to rise, which he did, tears in his eyes. How could he 

have doubted the purity of his master? 

“Go order the orbital defense batteries to be activated, and open fire upon the heretics as soon as 

they’re able. Let the heretics come. They will not find our faith in Him wanting.” Luther ordered, the 

priest nodding and rushing to execute his orders. 

“Mathieu, bring me my staff. It is time to wage war upon the heretics!” he bellowed, moving across 

his room, preparing for a grand sermon to the faithful in these troubling times. 

 

“Yes, Archbishop.” came the monotone reply as the servitor began to shamble to do Luther’s 

bidding.  
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After the initial demand for surrender by the Imperial Navy was met with a salvo from the orbital 

defense batteries, Archbishop Luther LXIV was declared excommunicate traitoris and the conflict 

began in earnest. The returning salvo from the lance batteries reduced the Cathedral of Emperor’s 

Wrath to ruin. Before they could continue the bombardment, the fleet was forced to disengage due 

to continuous bombardment from the surface. The shield company deployed into the capital city at 

this moment, making their way to the ruined cathedral. 

The conflict provided to be fierce. While the opposition consisted mostly of unarmed servitors led 

by blindly faithful acolytes which proved to be of insultingly little challenge to the Custodes, their 

numbers were legion and very few surrendered out of fear of reprisal born from generations of 

abuse. If the conflict would drag on, the Custodes would find themselves drowning on a sea of 

humanity. 

Led by the venerable ancient Santodes, a small spearhead force splintered away from the shield 

company proper, assaulting the ruins of the Cathedral, determined to execute the Archbishop. 

Slaying him would shatter the morale of his followers and end the conflict in one fast strike. 

However, Archbishop Luther LXIV was not alone nor willing to surrender as the Custodes arrived. 

  

The cathedral of Emperor’s Wrath was reduced to rubble in the opening moments of the conflict. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adeptus Custodes - The Furious Blades Shield company 

1 - Contemptor-Galatus Dreadnought Santodes (warlord) 

Contemptor-Galatus dreadnought armed with a Galatus Warblade and Praesidium Shield 

2 - Shield-Captain Rastekai Delian 

Shield-Captain armed with a sentinel blade and storm shield 

3 - The Golden Blades 

2 Custodian Guard armed with guardian spears and misericordia 

2 Custodian guard armed with sentinel blades and storm shields 

  

 “STAND BACK, BROTHERS.” Santodes vocalized, bringing down the door to the ruins of the 

cathedral by charging his dreadnought body against it, the five custodians with him following him 

through the breach, weapons ready. The archbishop was nowhere to be seen, however. 

Rastekai glanced up at the venerable ancient. While he was in charge of the shield-host, it was in 

name only. He gave the venerable ancient the lead as a sign of respect, having fought alongside 

him while he was still a shield-captain. If it weren’t for the venerable ancient’s sacrifice that had led 

to him being entombed in the metal sarcophagus of the dreadnought, Rastekai wouldn’t be standing 

there alongside him, after all. 

“MOVEMENT.” the dreadnought’s vox blared again, the superhuman senses of the custodes 

immediately spotting the threat. Though even an Ork could have seen through this “ambush” within 

moments. From behind pillars and broken statues of saints they came. Loud war walkers, their very 

existence an insult compared to the sophisticated form of the dreadnought. Tortured pilots wired 

into steel frames, their bodies twitching as combat drugs were pumped into their system, at first 

moving slowly, but soon rushing towards the custodians with heedless abandon, joined by a group 

of Arco-flagellants bursting from their cover. The custodes could immediately spot the one among 

this horde of tormented souls that did not twitch or jerk whilst moving, instead commanding the 

horde of madmen from behind. 

“FOR THE EMPEROR!” Santodes raised his shield, the first volley of bolter fire harmlessly 

detonating against the force field contained within, the venerable ancient advancing to meet the foe. 



 

 

 

 

 

Adeptus Ministorum - Archbishop Luther’s Penitent ambush 

1 - Archbishop Luther LXIV (Warlord) 

Missionary armed with Bolt pistol and shotgun 

Warlord trait: Righteous Rage Relic: Book of Saint Lucius 

2 - The unbelievers 

8 Arco-flagellants, 1 Endurant 

3 - The heretics 

1 Mortifier armed with 2 penitent flails and 2 heavy bolters 

1 Anchorite armed with 2 penitent flails and 2 heavy bolters 

4 - The tainted 

2 Mortifiers armed with 2 penitent flails and 2 heavy bolters 

5 - The wrongthinkers 

2 Penitent Engines armed with 2 penitent buzz-blades and 2 heavy flamers 

 

ne of the first groups to turn against Luther was the small convent of Battle Sisters on the 

planet. The fight had been brutal, but ultimately Luther’s faithful followers had ended their 

heretical existence. Their armory was plundered, and the Mortifier-pattern penitent engines found 

within his secret weapon, guided into battle by those who had doubted him before.  

“For the Emperor! Slay the heretics!” Luther cried out as the door burst open, the moans of his 

army turning to screams as their implanted chem-infusers pumped combat drugs into their bodies, 

enough to give them strength and endurance to match an Astartes… Even if it would kill them. 

He was struck by the beauty of his opponents, the light spilling from the ruined entrance like a halo 

of purity around the golden warriors. He wished to weep. How could even the Emperor’s Finest fall 

to heresy like this? Was his world truly the only one loyal to the Emperor still? 

Even as the golden figures charged, their war cry was clearly one of irony, for they had turned from 

the Emperor to fight against the truly faithful. He would show them. Even against warriors this 

mighty, he knew that he would prevail. After all, the Emperor was with him. 
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Deployment 

The attacking forces of the Custodes broke through the remains of the cathedral’s front entrance 

as one tightly-packed group. Knowing the archbishop’s forces to be poorly equipped, they could 

place their faith on their storm shields and auramite armor instead of cover. 

The defenders were more spread out, with the slightly more agile mortifiers placed on the flanks 

while the penitent engines and Luther himself were placed in the middle to meet the Custodes 

head-on. 

As the scenario itself was a fairly self-explanatory kill-or-be-killed mission, both sides were set to 

charge the opposing lines to strike down the enemy. 

  

“Sir, I do not wish to question your authority, but don’t you think you should consider the possibility that these 

communiqués from the Ministorum regarding your… impressive zeal of purging heretics might not be fake, 

after all…?” 

    -Mathieu, prior to lobotomization. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 1 

The Custodes advanced towards the crater in the middle, as charging across it the Penitent 

engines and arco-flagellants would be slowed down, lowering their chance of succesfully charging. 

While Santodes and Rastekai chose to advance, the Blades shot at the arco-flagellants, one shot 

finding a mark but the unnatural vitality provided by the combat drugs in it’s system allowing it to 

shrug off the wound like it was nothing. 

Deciding to try and go for the charge, the mortifiers on the left side advanced, while the mortifiers 

on the right decided to approach the situation more slowly, positioning themselves for a potentian 

counter-charge if needed. The Arco-flagellants advanced as they had no ranged weapons to begin 

with. 

The advancing Mortifiers fired at Santodes, scoring two lucky wounds, alongside one Penitent 

engine which shaved another two with it’s twin heavy flamers. The other Mortifier squad managed 

to deal one wound to the Custodian guard. 

In the charge phase, the advancing mortifiers used the stratagem which allowed them to charge 

after advancing, choosing the Shield-captain as their target. With a furious 30 hits, they only 

managed to score 3 wounds, while the Shield-captain failed to inflict any back. Using the last 

command points to allow for another round of combat, the Mortifiers mauled poor Rastekai to 

death. Using his last command points, Rastekai fought another round of combat upon his death, 

only inflicting four wounds onto the mortifier.  

0  - 107 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

astekai met the crude engines with skill that had seen daemons brought low and strength that 

surpassed Ork warlords. The forcefield of his shield crackled as he stopped a clumsy swing 

from the flail hanging off from one arm, his riposte shearing the leg off the pilot, thrusting his sword 

to disembowel the other. Against a normal opponent, such damage would have seen them brought 

low, for no human could survive being cut in half by the blade of the Shield-captain, yet they came 

on, screaming in agony, venting their rage against the unyielding armour plating of his auramite, 

even as arterial blood sprayed from the broken bodies of the penitent pilots 

Rastekai fought like the God of war that he was, yet no matter what he did, no matter how much he 

cut, thrust or parried the two walkers continued driving him back, forcing him to give ground. Even 

as the stumps that had been their limbs stopped spewing blood and their guts were trampled 

beneath the steel feet of their own war machines they came on. 

Finally, it happened. His sword got caught parrying a strike for a moment too long, the other engine 

striking him down with its heavy bolter, a point-blank salvo following immediately afterwards, the 

explosive shells cracking his armour finally open, the twin engines not giving him even a moment 

of respite to get back to his feet. 

It was already over as his companions rushed to aid their captain. The frenzied war machines 

trampling and mauling the crushed corpse of Rastekai into the cracked marble floor as they rushed 

to meet their next opponents… 

R 

Faced with two Mortifiers which simply refuse to die, Shield-captain Rastekai is overwhelmed. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 2 - Adeptus Custodes 

With two mortifiers already flanking them, the Custodian guard turned to face the threat that had 

brought their shield-captain low while Santodes forged ahead, believing that if he got the first 

blows in, he could easily destroy the penitent engines before their whirring buzzsaws could pierce 

his armour. 

All of the shooting from the remaining Custodes forces were aimed towards the arco-flagellants but 

only the heavy flamers attached to Santodes’ Warblade dealt any damage, slaying four outright, 

ending their foul existence.  

On the charge, the Custodian Guard had no trouble destroying the two mortifiers, losing one of 

their number as the dying Mortifiers dealt three mortal wounds to the squad with Anquish of the 

unredeemed. The squad consolidated, ready to support Santodes in mopping up the remaining 

troops. 

However, disaster struck the Custodes as Santodes took a further two wounds from the four heavy 

flamers  of the Penitent engines. Even with his might, he faced the same issue as Rastekai before 

him, the unnatural resilience brought on by the combat drugs letting the wounded penitent engine 

cling to life with one wound remaining, the returning blows from the two penitent-engines barely 

enough to bring the mighty Contemptor-Galatus Dreadnought down. 

  

164 - 314 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

he venerable ancient’s vox-emitters blared once more, a fierce warcry filling the building as 

his bulk crushed the ruins of the cathedral beneath him as he moved his dreadnought body to 

charge, as agile in death as he had been in life. 

 He was fully confident in victory, but not foolish enough to let that make him lax. His current state 

did not allow for him to think that even a warrior as mighty as he was above death. 

Swinging his warblade in a swooping arch, spraying promethium amongst the arco-flagellants 

rushing to meet him he drove them back, some bestial instinct or the shouted orders from their 

master forcing them back, even as several of their pack dropped, charred bodies unable to support 

their own weight. 

Without pause he rushed on, bashing against the first penitent engine with his shield, forcing the 

crude engine back, not allowing for it to swing it’s crude saw-blades at his auramite body, feeling 

the meat body of the exposed pilot crack beneath the pressure he exerted, pulling back so he 

could destroy the other, and not be caught in the death-throes of the war engine. 

And yet, even as the flattened remain of the pilot ceased twitching, the penitent engine resumed 

it’s mad charge. Santodes was above being surprised, but he found himself caught in disbelief. 

Was the meat pilot not truly the motive force beyond this engine? 

Realization struck Santodes as the Penitent engine’s spinning buzzsaw struck his shield. The mad 

priest had not intended for these warriors to survive past the ambush! If he would be dead, he’d 

have no need for his servants either, so why not use horrifying combinations of combat drugs so 

potent they would put the Eversor temple to shame? Santodes realized the men he fought against 

were already dead, but only utterly obliterating their bodies would make them realize the fact. And 

as the buzzsaw finally overloaded the forcefield in his shield, he realized he was out of time.   

T 

His flamer having slain many of the Arco-flagellants, Santodes charges the Penitent engines 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 2 - Adeptus Ministorum 

As their champions had fallen, the Custodes were facing their own last stand. Luther’s forces were 

advancing towards them en-masse, though the cowardly archbishop himself stood back, not 

wanting to take even the slightest chance of getting into combat with a mighty Custodian 

While the heavy flamers and bolters of the war engines did no damage, the devastating charge 

from all of the remaining penitents was enough to overwhelm the Custodes. While they managed 

to block all 30 of the Mortifiers attacks with the last remaining storm shield, the penitent engines 

dealt enough damage to slay two of the Custodes, leaving the arco-flagellants to deal the finishing 

blow to the last of the Custodian guard. 

With no enemies left on the battlefield, the game ended, the Custodes having dealt with less than a 

third of Luther’s forces before being completely annihilated themselves. 

e knew nothing but rage… and pure, unadulterated bliss. The pain was gone, even as the drugs 

that were flowing through his veins burst his organs and turned his blood into a poison that 

would soon kill him… It brought him such pleasure. Had he been a poet, he’d still have struggled to 

put this feeling of love for the Emperor and hatred of His enemies he now felt to words. 

Even as his limbs were cut from him and left hanging from their bindings, an idiot grin was 

plastered in his face. The Emperor was with him, and there could be no pain. Without realizing it, 

his life ended as his wounded engine crashed down, crushing him under it’s weight in an instant, 

his duty done. 
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aftermath 

Even with his penitent troopers succumbing to the overdose of combat drugs all around him, 

Luther LXIV had stood against the wrath of the Emperor’s Guardians and triumphed. Where others 

might have felt doubt at such a conflict, it only steeled Luther’s conviction that he was right. The 

rest of the Imperium was truly corrupt, and it would be his duty to cleanse it of this filth. 

Outside the cathedral his forces were able to drown their foe in bodies, forcing them to withdraw. 

The Imperium would need to try another method of ending the mad reign of Archbishop Luther 

LXIV, or else suffer from yet another civil war that it could ill afford to fight, especially so close to 

Holy Terra itself. 

Knowing their spearhead action had failed, the rest of the Custodes fell back rather face death in a 

pointless last stand, knowing that they could serve in the upcoming conflict better if they could fight 

the war on their terms. 

So as the fleet of Navy ships fell back from the system, the planet of Luther’s Throne was left to 

make ready for the upcoming righteous crusade across the system and towards Holy Terra itself… 

 

RESULT: MAJOR MINISTORUM VICTORY 

 

 

Confident of his victory, Luther orders all his forces forwards. 



 
rchbishop Luther LXIV, master of his world like his father and his father before him, stood 

upon the ruins of the balcony to the cathedral of the Emperor’s Wrath. He could see ruins 

where there had once been beautiful buildings devoted to His glory, smoking craters like 

pockmarks on streets the faithful marched through. 

Were it any other world, he thought, there’d be chaos and looting. Here however, there was 

nothing like that. Already his words of solace were being broadcast through the world via vox-

casters, the faithful shepherding the dull-witted faithless along to attend service before beginning 

the process of reconstruction. If only they would realize that this was for their own good and for the 

good of the Imperium, and they wouldn’t fight against him. 

But fight against him they did. “Mathieu…” he began, before remembering that his faithful servant 

had been crushed under a falling section of the roof during the initial bombardment. He shook his 

head sadly. 

While good help was hard to find, it would be easy to create a replacement for Mathieu, he 

thought, turning to leave. There was much work to be done to purify the sector. No. The Imperium. 

 

+++Thought for the day - No man that died in His service died in vain+++ 

+++Report dictated by Ministorum Adept John Baggum, Ref. 345453-A.443+++ 

+++End of Report+++ 
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Even the supreme abilities of the Custodes could not prevail against the fury of the penitent. 



 


